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This section includes many Chinese objects I have collected for over a decade from my
travels in China, from the mid 1980’s to the end of the 1990’s. Some were purchased
from my earlier frequent visits to Hong Kong before I started to make major purchases in
China. I consider many of these very old and some near-modern pieces to be among the
finest,  most  interesting,  and  rarest  in  the  different  categories  of  Chinese  furnishing,
decorative items, architectural relics, art,  folk art,  and cultural  objects. They represent
both the Chinese cultural life as well as fine craftsman’s skill. Each one has a story to tell.

It has been a rather long journey. When I looked back, the beginning is almost the same
as the end or the present. Many of these items have been stored and have been in the dark
for many years and have almost been forgotten. It feels as if it is the first time when I am
going to unveil something new. Yes, they are merely old things, yet something new.

I believe I have collected these art objects because of their unsurpassed beauty, cultural
value, the depth of many lives’ involvement at the most direct everyday utilitarian level
beneath their beautiful forms, colors, material made of, and fine craftsmanship. Many of
them I have also collected because of their research value. 

These objects remind me of some old Chinese man walking at night in a narrow and dark
alley paved with cobble stones, his foot steps evoking clear echoes in the crisp smell of
the  fresh  air-A sensation  only when you  have  traveled  to  these  small  country towns
would you be familiar with. At this moment of writing, my heart feels like a lake with
many small streams of water filling up to the edge. It is as if life’s darkness has finally
met up with its opponent, waiting for that final hour to set clear of its dawn, not for the
sake of being sentimental, but for more beauty to continue to come and for it to perhaps
root somewhere even in the smallest corner of the world.

When I look back my engagement and involvement with Chinese art for a very good part
of my adult life, I could not tell whether it was the path that lead me or that my life had
lead me into the path. As if wakening from a dream so deep buried, here I introduce to
you these art objects-they do nothing but speak for themselves.

A Persian gentleman and collector who visited my gallery a few times once said to me:
“Your collection is like a volcano hidden under a dark cave behind a pair of big gates and
that we are only the gate-keepers. It is like the law of nature - a butterfly will stop at any
flower it wants to”. For this collection, I view his remark as a relationship between this
collection and a fate of life. In that, I hold the highest respect to the nature and this life
we live in.



Because of the vast amount of the objects this collection holds, we will gradually add
more photos as time and labor allows for better photos to be taken. So, we might start
with certain categories that either contain less number of objects or that the objects were
more accessible for the photos to be taken. Nevertheless, we have decided to start to post
photos as some become available first. Please ride this journey with us.
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